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ON 4-PLANAR MAPPINGS OF SPECIAL ALMOST 
ANTIQUATERNIONIC SPACES 
JANA BELOHLAVKOVA, JOSEF MIKES, OLGA POKORNA 
ABSTRACT. In the paper special 4-planar mappings of almost antiquaternionic Her-
mitian spaces are studied. Fundamental equations of these mappings are expressed 
in linear Cauchy form. 
The 4-quasiplanar mappings of an almost quatemionic space have been studied in 
[5], [9] and [14]. These mappings generalize the geodesic, quasigeodesic and holomor-
phically projective mappings of Riemannian and Kahlerian spaces, see [4], [12], [13], 
[15], [17], [18]. Similar problems are studied on complex manifolds in [2]. Antiquater-
nionic spaces which were studied e.g. in [11], [16] have some properties similar to those 
of quaternions [1]. This fact can be used in the study of 4-planar mappings of almost 
antiquaternionic spaces. 
I.N. Kurbatova studied a special kind of 4-planar mappings (called 4-quasiplanar, 
see [9]) from a Riemannian space Vn onto another Riemannian space Vn where an 
almost quatemionic structure on Vn is Hermitian and it satisfies additional conditions 
so that Vn a Vn are Apt spaces. 
Analyzing the results of [9] (theorems 2-6) we noticed that the space Vn is implicitly 
supposed to be Hermitian and this assumption is essential. The Hermitian structure 
of \ rn is more important than the Hermitian structure of Vn and, moreover, it simplifies 
fundamental equations of 4-planar mappings. In this paper we do not assume Vn to 
be Hermitian. 
1. A well-known definition says that an almost antiquaternionic space is a differen-
1 2 
tiable manifold Mn with almost product structures F and F satisfying 
(i) kk=ti\ kk=%\ kk+kk=o> 
where <5f is the Kronecker symbol, see e.g. [3], [14], [16]. 
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3 1 2 
The tensor F-' — F^F^ defines an almost complex structure. The relations among 
1 2 3 
the tensors F, F, F are the following 
1 i, 2 3 . 3 2 . 2 . 3 1 L 1 3 L 3 L 1 2 L 2 1 L 
(_) ph__pa ph_pa ph. ph __pa ph _pa ph. ph _pa ph __pa ph 
\^J x i x i •* a x i x a> x i x i x a x i x a> x i - i - Q •* i x a> 
1 2 3 
i.e. that the three structures F, F, F define an almost antiquaternionic structure. 
1 2 3 
Let An ~ (Mn,F, F,F, F) be an almost antiquaternionic space with a torsion-free 
affine connection Y. 
Definition 1. A curve £: xh — xh(t) in An is called ^-planar, if the tangent vector 
\h - dxh/dt, being parallely transported along this curve, remains in the linear 4-
dimensional space generated by the tangent vector \h and the corresponding vectors 
Fh\a, Fh\« and Fh\a. 




hold, where Fh~ Sh, Fh* are components of the affine connection on An and P —P (t) 
s s 
(s — 0 , . . . , 3) denote functions of the parameter t. 
Any geodesic curve is a special case of a 4-planar curve where pi = p2 ~ p$ ~ 0. 
Consider two spaces An and An with the same underlying manifold Mn and the 
1 2 3 
same almost antiquaternionic structure (F, F, F) but with two different torsion-free 
affine connections T and T, respectively 
Definition 2. A diffeomorphism / : An —> An is called a 4-planar mapping, if it maps 
any geodesic of An to a 4-planar curve of An. 
Remark. In the following we shall attach to each local map tp around a point p G An 
the local map p / " 1 around the point f(p) € An. This means that any point x G An 
and the corresponding point f(x) G An will have the same local coordinates. 
The following theorem holds [14]: 
Theorem 1. A diffeomorphism of An onto An is a ^-planar mapping if and only if 
in every local coordinate system x = (re1, x2,..., xn) the conditions 
(3) r*(x) = ^ ) + E ^ ( , ^ 
5=0 S K 
hold, where Thj and V^ are components of the affine connections T and T. respectively, 
ty (X)} s = 0, . . . ,3 . are covectors, and (ij) denotes a symmetrization of indices. 
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Using Theorem 1 one can prove that all 4-planar curves of An are mapped onto 
4-planar curves of An. 
Finally, we will consider a special case of Ani namely an almost antiquaternionic 
1 2 3 _ 
Riemannian space Vn = (M„, g) F, F, F) in which T denote the Levi-Civita connection 
oig. 
The following theorem holds (see [14]). 
Theorem 2. A diffeomorphism f: An-$ Vn is a 4-planar mapping if and only if the 
metric tensor gij(x) satisfies the following equations: 
(4) 9ij,k = f^Ukga(iF^i;{igj)aF?) , 
where comma denotes the covariant derivative in An. 
Recall that the covariant derivative of g in Vn is zero. 
The proof follows from the fact that formulas (3) and (4) are equivalent in our 
special case. 
2. Now we shall prove the following two lemmas. 
Consider the spaces Anj An and let "," or "|" before an index denote a covariant 
derivative w.r. to the corresponding local variable on An and Vny respectively Now 
s 
and further we will suppose that the affinors F/1 defining the almost antiquaternionic 
5 
structure are traceless, i.e. F£ = 0, s = 1,2,3. 
Lemma 1. Let a 4-planar mapping An -4 An be given and let ip . denote the corre-
s % 
sponding covectors from (3). Then 
(5) k,a=H<, 5 = 1,2,3. 
holds if and only if the covectors ip . are expressed by formulas 
s l 
r?2 4- 2T? * r>2 — fir? 3 
The proof of the Lemma 1 is a consequence of (5) and the fundamental equations of 
4-planar mappings (3). We use also the algebraic properties (1) and (2) of antiquater-
nionic structures. 
A manifold with an affine connection T and an almost complex structure F is said 
to be an Apt space (see [4], [9], or nearly Kahlerian space or Tachibana space [4], [6], 
1 2 3 
[7], [8], [10], [19]), if its structure F satisfies F£a = 0; a space An = (Mn ,T,F ,F ,F) 
to be an almost antiquaternionic Apt space, if 
F^=0, 5 = 1,2,3. 
Lemma 1 implies that an Apt space An is 4-planarly mapped on an Apt space An 
iff (6) holds. Obviously antiquaternionic Kahlerian spaces are Apt spaces. 
Contracting (3) with respect to h and j we got the lemma 
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Lemma 2. If for a ^-planar mapping An -> An the formulae (6) hold and the spaces 
An and An are equiaffine, then the vector fy is a gradient, i.e. there exists a function 
ip such that tpi = i/j,i. 
3. Now we shall show that if a 4-planar mapping from An onto a Riemannian space 
Vn is given, then the formulae (3) and (4) are both equivalent to the following formula: 
5__0 V * s ' 
where g^ is the inverse matrix of metric tensor gtj. In fact, (7) is a consequence of the 
identity gl\k = -g^k9
aifj. 
In what follows we shall asumme an antiquaternionic structure on Vn which is Her-
mitian, i.e. we have 
(8) 9iaH+g]aH=0, 5 = 1,2,3. 
(8) is equivalent with 
(9) 9iaH+9j°H=0, 5 = 1,2,3, 
or with 
(10) g^HF^e,?*, s = l ,2 ,3 , e i = e 2 = - l , e3 = l . 
Using (9), the equations of 4-planar mappings are simplified to 
(11) 9% = -tyk9*-J2l>J«iH)-
s=o s 
Suppose now that the covector ipi is a gradient, i.e. ipi =\j) . = ifri where ^ is a 
o l 
function. We define the tensor 
aij = J*gij , 
Then (11) can we rewritten in the form 
(12) a% = J2x(iH\ 
5=0 ' 
where 
(13) A ' = - f Jai • 
By the definition of the tensor ay' (10) is equivalent with 
(14) a^HH^e,^, s = l,2,3. 
Due to the fact that Vn is Hermitian and using (13) we see that the formula (6) is 
equivalent with 
M-. ^i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ \ ° fpi « _ i o \ i - ________ \ ° h \ l - \ { 
( 1 5 ) A = n 2 - 2 n + 8A F - s - 1 ' 2 ' A - - ^ - 2 n + 8A F°' A = A ' 
Now we come back to the affine case. Let a space An be given as before and 
let the system of equations (12), (14) and (15) have a solution for a regular matrix 
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function alj and a vector function X\ Then one can prove that the inverse matrix 
W&jW — ll^'H -1 defines a Riemannian metric g on Mn and the covector X
agai is a 
gradient grad I/J. By the conformal change gtj = e
2^ g^ we obtain a new metric g 
for which An becomes a almost antiquaternionic Hermitian space Vn. Moreover, there 
exists a 4-planar mapping An -> Vn. 
Now we can conclude the above results with 
Theorem 3. Under the condition (5) an equiaffine space An admits a 4-planar map-
ping on an antiquaternionic Hermitian space Vn if and only if there exists a regular 
tensor atj on An satisfying (12), (14), and (15). 
This result coincides with the result by N.S. Sinyukov for geodesic mappings and 
the results by V.V. Domashev and J. Mikes for holomorphically projective mappings 
of Kahlerian spaces etc., see [12], [13], [18]. 
4. In the following we will analyze the equations (12), (14) and (15). We consider 
the covariant derivatives of (14) in An, i.e. 
aai h H+ a°0 h,k H+°
a0 h H*=*Ak, - = i, 2,3. 
Putting (12) into the above equation we get 
(i6) £ (Cr A
 {t fy- xa h{ Fp H)=*<* h\k n
] • 
5=0 v s s J 
For r = 3, using (1), (2) and (15) we have 
(17) xH»-xahk=n^^«a*Fih 
and contracting (17) with respect to j and k we have the following expression of the 
vector A7: 
n2 - 2n + 8 nA f I, ^ 3,. 3,, 
4(n + 2)2 
It implies that A1 can be expressed as linear functions in ay*. It implies 
Theorem 4. Under the condition (5) an equiaffine space An admits a 4-plo.nar map-
ping onto a Hermitian almost quaternionic space Vn if and only if the following system 




as) x = n-^^^(KM+kha 
s=0 $ 
*aҺ, s=l,2, Ať = 
3 
n2 - 6n 
n2 - 2n + 8 o s n 2 - 2 n + 8 3 - ; o„ , o 
OM A-- n 2 ~ 2 n + 8„<# (h W h h \ 
( 2 0 ) A - 4 ( n + 2)2
 a \ F a « F ? + F a F^) 
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and the matrix ( a v ) satisfies the algebraic condition 
(21) | a i j | ^ 0 and aa? FlaH= ^a
ij, 5 = 1,2 ,3 . 
T h e system (19) does not have more t h a n one solution for the initial Cauchy con­
ditions alj(x0) =a
li under t h e conditions (21). Therefore the general solution of (19) 
does not depend on more t h a n N0 = ( n / 2 )
2 parameters . T h e question of existence 
of a solution of (19) leads to the s tudium of integrability conditions, wrhich are linear 
equations w.r. to the unknowns alj(x) with coefficients from the space A n . 
s 
Remarks. If the antiquaternionic structure is covariantly constant in An, i.e. F/j = 0, 
B = l, 2,3, the under the conditions of the Theorem 4, the 4-pIanar mapping is only 
affine. This follows from the fact, that by (20) A* = 0, A* = 0 and by (19) alj k = 0. 
s _ ' 
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